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FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF BREAKWATERS FOR SHURE PROTECTION:

EMPIRICAL METHODS

PART I: INTRODUGTION

1. The increase in public use of coastal areas during the 20th century

and a gradual relative sea level rise in many areas of the world have made

beach stabilization a priority for those who use coastal regions. An ideal

form of shore protection is one that would allow long-term stabilization of an

area in a cost-effective manner, protect upland structures to some degree

during storms, and provide an aesthetic recreational area, while avoiding

undesirable adjacent beach effects. All forms of shore protection (i.e.,

groins, breakwaters, seawalls, revetments, bulkheads, beach-fill, etc.) have

certain disadvantages; however, the shore-parallel breakwater, placed at the

shoreline or offshore and designed either to intercept a portion of longshore-

moving sediment or to protect a placed beach-fill, has the potential to

perform close to the ideal for many types of coastal environments.

2. Breakwaters provide protection to a length of shoreline by dissipat-

ing, reflecting, and diffracting incoming wave energy. Pope (1989) and Dally

and Pope (1986) discuss the terms that have evolved to describe the different

functional behaviors of the shore-parallel structure. Headland breakwaters

are constructed at or very near the original shoreline, designed to promote

beach growth out to the structure (tombolo formation) during all or part of

the water-level cycle. These structures tend to function as a transmissible

groin, intercepting all or a portion of the longshore-moving material. Pocket

beach breakwaters are a class of headland breakwaters, used to provide

protection to a placed beach-fill that is usually retained in the longshore

direction by terminal groins. The protected shoreline may extend partially

out towards the structure (termed a salient), or a tombolo may form. Detached

breakwaters are constructed at a significant distance offshore of the original

shoreline and interact with incoming wave energy to produce a quiescent region

landward of the structure. Depending on structural and site parameters

(structure length, distance offshore, transmissibility, wave climate, etc.),

morphologica. beach response may be either a salient or tombolo. Reef

breakwaters are a type of detached breakwaters constructed with a low crest
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elevation, therefore allowing a significant amount of wave energy into the

protected area. The beach response to these types of structures is usually a

salient; these structures may be advantageous for sites where the interruption

of the horizon by a structure is considered unaesthetic. Unless otherwise

noted, reef breakwaters have been grouped with detached breakwaters, and

pocket beach breakwaters with headland breakwaters, throughout this report.

For projects with relatively short alongshore distances to protect, a single

breakwater is often sufficient. For longer length projects, a series of

structures may be required to protect the project beach; this series is termed

a segmented system.

3. Unlike shore-perpendicular structures (i.e., groins), which impound

sediment and ultimately starve downdrift beaches, detached breakwaters can be

designed to allow macerial to pass through the sheltered region, minimizing

their impact on adjacent shorelines. Onshore, shore-parallel structures such

as seawalls, revetments, and bulkheads are 0-signed to prevent retreat of the

landward region they protect and do nothing to reduce erosion of the beach.

Beach-fill reduces the storm impacts to upland structures, while providing a

recreational beach; however, the quantities of replenishment required for

maintenance may be cost-prohibitive. The use of detached or headland break-

waters in combination with beach-fill may provide a cost-effective alternative

to beach-fill alone for many coastal regions.

4. Although the breakwater appears to have advantages over the other

traditional forms of shore protection mentioned above, use of this form of

shore protection has been minimal in the United States. Seventeen detached

breakwater projects (46 breakwater segments) exist along 9,200 km of the

continental US and Hawaiian shorelines. Seventy-one additional segments

either are in the early stages of construction or are planned for construction

within the next few years by the US Army Corps of Engineers* (Corecki and

Pope in preparation). Comparatively, at least 4,000 detached breakwater

segments exist along Japan's 9,400-km coast (Seiji, Uda, Tanaka 1987; Japanese

Ministry of Construction (JMC) 1986); 15 segments provide protection to the

300 km of Israeli Mediterranean shoreline (Goldsmith and Sofer 1983); and

Personal Communication, 1989, Edward Fulford, Chief, Coastal Planning Section,

formerly US Army Engineer District (USAED), Baltimore, Baltimore, MD, and
Thomas Bender, Chief, Coastal Engineering Section, USAED, Buffalo, Buffalo, NY.
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80 breakwater segments have recently been constructed on the Danish North Sea

coast (Laustrup 1988). Shore-parallel structures for shore protection have

also been used in Spain (Berenguer and Enriquez 1988) and Singapore (Silvester

and Ho 1972; Chew, Wong, and Chin 1974) and are being evaluated for a major

coast protection scheme in Negombo, Sri Lanka (Danish Hydraulic Institute

1988). The documented performance of these structures in Japan and Israel

demonstrates that this type of shore protection is both effective and versa-

tile, successfully performing in low to moderate wave energy environments with

sediment ranging from fine sand to pebbles.

5. A primary reason breakwaters have been under-utilized in the United

States is the lack of functional design guidance. Techniques to predict beach

response in the project area and on adjacent shores as a function of struc-

tural and site parameters may be unreliable, unproven, cost- and time-

intensive, or not readily available to the project designer. Other factors

limiting the use of breakwaters in the United States include the high cost of

water-based construction (used in most cases for detached breakwaters) and an

inability to predict and compensate for structure-related phenomena such as

adjacent beach erosion, rip currents, scour at the structure base, and the

effects of structural settlement on project performance.

6. The purpose of this report is to present and evaluate the various

empirical breakwater design methods available to the project engineer. In

Part II, the major categories of design techniques available are briefly

presented, and empirical design relationships available in the literature are

discussed with a common definition of terms. The methods described in Part II

are evaluated in Part III using data available from several US projects. In

Part IV, the empirical design techniques demonstrated to predict prototype

response to detached breakwater systems are recommended for use by field

engineers. Variables used throughout the report are defined in Appendix A.
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PART II: TECHNIQUES FOR DETACHED BREAKWATER DESIGN

Overview

7. Techniques for designing detached breakwater systems can be classi-

fied into three categories: models, which numerically or physically simulate

coastal response to a proposed design; empirical methods, which relate

proposed project variables to beach response based on observed prototype and

model results; and prototype assessment, in which a version of the final

design is constructed, evaluated, and refined in the field. Each design

classification has inherent advantages and disadvantages.

8. Numerical and physical models are powerful tools that can give

detailed information about coastal response to a particular design; however, a

detailed prototype data set is usually required for calibration, verification,

and simulation. The shoreline response model GENESIS (GENEralized SImulation

model for Shoreline Change) is designed to simulate beach response to a

variety of erosion control structures and was successfully used to simulate

shoreline change at the Lakeview Park breakwater project (Hanson and Kraus

1989). Physical model tests can be expensive and time-consuming, and numeri-

cal model simulations can mislead the designer through model instability or

accurate solutions to inaccurate input conditions. Empirical relationships

are q-iick, inexpensive methods for evaluating beach response to a proposed

design; however, often the relationships have oversimplified design variables

and expected prototype response. Empirical relationships rarely are able to

predict complicated structure-induced phenomena such as the formation of rip

currents in the vicinity of the project, or the extent of project influence on

adjacent beaches. Where feasible, a prototype assessment of a proposed design

is the best method for refinement of the final design. However, a prototype

evaluation may be prohibitively expensive, and the construction of a poor

design alternative may make it publicly and politically difficult for funding

of the final project.

9. To ensure a successful project, the iterative use of various design

techniques is recommended. Dally and Pope (1986) suggest a three-phase design

process: first, a desk-top study employing various empirical relationships to

identify design alternatives; second, either a physical or numerical model
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study to assess and refine alternatives; and finally, if time and funding

allow, a prototype test to verify and adjust the preliminary design. Initial

use of empirical design methods can also provide a means of assessing model

performance. Numerical and physical models, once calibrated and verified, can

be used to extend and improve empirical relationships. Prototype assessment

of a design alternative can provide data for refinement of empirical relation-

ships and model calibration/verification.

10. The design methods that will be presented and evaluated herein are

various empirical relationships for iterative use throughout the project

design. These relationships include those that have been used to design US

and foreign detached breakwater projects, and those recently developed through

prototype and physical model evaluation.

Empirical Relationships

Introduction

11. Prior to utilizing techniques for any type of structure design, the

functional intent of the project must be well-defined. Parameters such as the

length of shoreline to be protected, design beach width, and acceptable

adjacent beach erosion/accretion should be delimited. A breakwater project

can be designed in segments, to protect a long length of shoreline, for

salient or tombolo formation, or both. In the case of a site with a sig-

nificant longshore transport rate adjacent to beaches that cannot tolerate

much project-induced beach change, the design beach response should be a

salient. A salient allows littoral movement of material to continue shoreward

of the structures, minimizing project impacts on adjacent shores. If impacts

to adjacent beaches are not of concern, the breakwater system could be

designed for tombolo formation, maximizing project beach accretion. A common

nomenclature for all relationships will be used throughout this report and is

presented in Figure 1. All variables used throughout the report are defined

in Appendix A.

12. The empirical relationships presented herein are generally orga-

nized from the simpler to more complex design techniques and comprise a review

of all studies that have recommended empirical relationships or methods for

the design of breakwater systems. A general review of detached breakwater
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Figure 1. Definition of terms used in this report

references can be found in Lesnick (19/9).

13. The most-investigated effect of detached breakwaters is the

relationship between project accretion, in particular, morphological response

(salient or tombolo), and structural parameters. Similar simple relationships

between structure length and distance offshore have been proposed by various

researchers.

Inman and Frautsch¥ (1966)

14. Based on observations of beach response at the 434-m-long single

detached breakwater at Venice in Santa Monica, CA, Inman and Frautschy (1966)

observed that pronounced accretion did not occur for the following ccndition:
Ls

- 0.17 - 0.33 pronounced accretion did (i)
not occur

where L. is the breakwater segment length, and X is the breakwater segment
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distance from the original shoreline.

Nir (1982)

15. Based on project performance of 12 breakwaters on the Israeli

coast, Nir (1.982) concluded that accretion is very low or does not occur at

all if the segment length to offshore distance ratio has a value of 0.5 or

less:

Ls
0.5 nondepositional condition (2)

Assuming that the planform of the tombolo/salient formed a trapezoid, Nir

calculated the area and volume of each spit out to the depth of structure.

Dividing the volume by the area, Nir calculated the average sand thickness in

the tombolo/selient z. and related it to the structure-distance ratio as

follows (note that the equation is dimensionally inconsistent):

z. (in) =1.786 - 0.809 LOi (3)

The relationship was developed from prototype data with X/LS values ranging

from 0.38 to 2.0, resulting in sand thicknesses ranging from approximately 0.3

to 1.7 m. Seven out of the twelve structures developed tombolos. Beach

response for the Israeli breakwaters was observed to reach a mature age about

5 years after construction was completcd; adjacent beaches suffered severe

erosion during the first 3 to 4 years (or longer) after construction.

Gourlay (1981)

16. Gourlay (1981) presents similar relationships based on physical

model and field observations. Based on the laboratory studies of Sauvage de

St. Mark and Vincent (1955), Adachi, Sawaragi, and Ogo (1959), and Shinohara

and Tsubaki (1967), Gourlay reaches the following conclusions for laboratory

response to detached breakwaters:

a. Tombolos can form only if the structure is located in the surf zone.

b. Noninterfering diffraction patterns, resulting in two independent
current systems (and possibly double tombolo formation), exist for
the following structure-distance ratio:

10



L > 2.0 (4)
X

c. Diffraction patterns interfered and reduced longshore currents for a
lower range of the ratio. Beach response was observed to be either
a salient if bed load was the dominant transport mechanism (fall
velocity parameter, H./VT < 1.5 , where H. is the deepwater wave
height, V is the sediment fall velocity, and T is the wave
period), or a more complex feature if suspended load transport
dominated (H,/VT > 1.5):

Ls < 0.4 to 0.5 (5)
X

d. Noninterfering currents strong enough to transport material resulted
in tombolo formation for an intermediate ratio value:

_ = 0.67 to 1.0 (6)

X

17. Gourlay makes the following observations about beach response to

prototype breakwaters based on performance of structures in California, Japan,

and Israel:

a. Tombolo formation can only occur if the structure is inside the surf
zone and

L_ > 0.67 (7)X

b. For cases in which the structure is outside the surf zone, the
seaward extent of the beach response (salient) is determined by the
breaking point location.

Rosen and Vadja (1982)

18. Rosen and Vadja (1982) gLaphically present relationships to predict
the equilibrium salient and tombolo size based on structure and site parame-
ters. Relationships to predict salient formation are based on a physical

model study of beach response (0.64-mm sand) to an impermeable breakwater

under normal wave incidence conducted by Rosen and Vadja, including laboratory

data measured by Shinohara and Tsubaki (1967) and prototype data from Israeli,
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US, and Japanese structures. Given a desired salient length in the on-

offshore direction (measured from original shoreline) X. , and a dimension-

less breaker distance XdIX , where Xb is the distance from the original

shoreline to the mean breaker line, the recommended ratio L,/X can be

graphically determined (Figure 2).

19. Several relationships are also presented for determining tombolo

size in the equilibrium state, based on the field data of Inman and Frautschy

(1966), Toyoshima (1976), and Nir (1976) (Figure 3). Given project variables

Ls I X , and beach slope I , the following parameters can be estimated: the

volume of sand trapped in the tombolo Q , length of tombolo in alongshore

direction (measured at structure) LT , and area of tombolo AT

Shore Protection Manual (SPM) (1984)

20. Based on the pattern of diffracting wave crests in the lee of a

breakwater, the US Army Corps of Engineers' Shore Protection Manual (SPM 1984)

recommends that the structure length be less than the distance offshore to

inhibit tombolo formation:

LS < 1.0 tombolo formation prevented (8)
X

This structure-distance ratio usually allows diffracting wave crests to

intersect in the shadow zone of the structure prior to undistorted wave crests

reaching the adjacent beach. For normal wave approach, the approximate

location of the salient apex is the intersection of the diffracting wave

crests as they reach the shoreline.

21. The SPM recommends the following limit to ensure tombolo formation:

L > 2.0 tombolo formation certain (9)
x

Dally and Pope (1986)

22. Dally and Pope (1986) recommend limits of the structure-distance

ratio based on the type of shoreline advance desired (either nonuniform, whele

salients or tombolos occur, or uniform, in which an equal advance of the beach

occurs), and the length of the beach to be protected. For nonuniform

12
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protection over relatively short project distances, a single impermeable

detached breakwater is recommended with a structura length as long as the

project beach. If the depth of construction implied by the calculated

distance offshore (see relationships below) is too great, Dally and Pope

(1986) recommend moving the structure shoreward to a feasible depth and

increasing structure transmissibility. Longer project shorelines should be

protected with a relatively impermeable segmented system for nonuniform

shoreline advance.

A. The following structure-distance ratios (and gap distance, for
segmented systems) are recommended for tombolo formation:

-_ = 1.5 to 2 single breakwater (10)

Ls = 15, LLg L L. segmented breakwater (11)
X

where L is the wavelength at the structure and L. is the gap
distance between adjacent breakwater segments.

b. The structure-distance ratio is reduced for salient formation:

L = 0.5 to 0.67 single and segmented breakwaters (12)X

c. For uniform protection of a site, a structure located well outside
the normal surf zone is recommended. Either a highly permeable,
partially submerged structure (60-percent transmissibility is
recommended) or an impermeable, frequently segmented structure will
allow the required degree of wave energy to enter the shadow zone of
the structure for uniform shoreline advance. The recommended
structure-distance ratio for a segmented system is as follows:

L s < 0.125 segmented breakwaters (13)

Toyoshima (1972, 1974)

23. Toyoshima recommends breakwater design guidance based on experience

gained through observation of prototype performance of 86 single and segmented

14



breakwater systems (217 segments total) along the Japanese coast. The

relationships are categorized based on the proposed depth at the structure:

the shoreline system, where the structure is placed at or near the waterline;

the shallow-water system, with a structure depth less than or equal to 1 m;

and the median-depth system, for structures in a depth of 2 to 4 m. Relation-

ships are not given for a deepwater system, which is described as being

located at the outside of the surf zone for the purpose of dissipating wave

energy rather than sediment deposition.

a. The shoreline system is recommended for sites with either a steep
beach slope, where only small-scale sand deposition is required, to
protect an existing structure from wave attack (i.e., seawall), or
to maintain the existing beach width. The "group island type"
(segmented) breakwater is recommended, constructed of two-layer
pile armor blocks. A problem noted with shoreline system structures
is large-scale scour on the seaward face of the structure,
especially if the structure is exposed to significant wave attack.

L_ - 2 to 3 segmen ted breakwater
L (14)

(recommended LS = 40 to 60 m)

Lg = L (recommended Lg = 20 m) (15)

b. The shallow-water depth system (constructed in depths less than 1 m)
is recommended for gently sloping beaches or at sites where the
structures are expected to be constructed from the beach using a
track and crane method. A "group island type" (segmented) system is
recommended, constructed of armor blocks with a crest elevation
approximately one-half the wave height above high-water level (1 to
1.5 m above high-water level).

L, - 3 to 5 segmented breakwater
L (16)

(recommended L. = 60 to 100 m)

Lg = L (recommended Lg = 20 m) (17)

If an island breakwater is used (single breakwater), Toyoshima
recommends that the following segment length ratio:

15



L
s 1 0 single breakwater (1$)
L

c. The median-depth system (structures constructed in the surf zone,
2- to 4-m depth) was the most common type of system observed in
Toyoshima's survey of Japanese breakwaters. For reduction of wave
energy, a continuous structure (long single breakwater) is
recommended, while either an island (single) or group island type
(segmented) breakwater is recommended for the primary purpose of
sediment deposition. Construction is through the use of a floating
plant; a rubble-mound or composite type rather than armor block
construction is recommended to reduce costs. As was recommended for
the shallow-water depth system, the structure crown height should be
one-half wave height above the high-water level (1 to 1.5 m above
high water). For single breakwaters, the following structure ratio
is recommended:

Ls - 3 to 10 (recommended Ls = 100 to 300 m) (19)
L

For a segmented system, the structure lengths are decreased:

L= 2 to 6 (recommended L. = 60 to 200 m) (20)
L

Lg = L (recommended Lg = 20 to 50 m) (21)

For both single and segmented systems, the following structure-
distance ratio is recommended as a standard:

L- 1 to 3.3 (22)

For a continuous breakwater,

x7 = 1 to 3 (recommended X = 30 to 100 m) (23)

24. Toyoshima used the described guidance to design more than 20

systems along the Kaike coast, Japan, and concludes that the structures were

successful in accomplishing their intended purpose. He recommends, however,
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that a countermeasure for beach erosion be considered for the beach opposite

the breakwater gaps, as this area is often eroded after breakwater installa-

tion. In later discussions of the Kaike coast project (Toyoshima 1976, 1982),

performance of the breakwaters is still considered successful, although

subsidence of the structures is reported to be a significant contributor in

reducing their efficiency.

Walker, Clark, and Pope (1980)

25. Walker, Clark, and Pope discuss the method used to design the

Lakeview Park, Lorain, OH, segmented detached breakwater project for salient

formation. This technique, hereafter referred to as the Diffraction Energy

Method, involves construction of diffraction coefficient KD isolines for

representative waves from predominant directions. Detached breakwaters along

the California coast, particularly the Venice breakwater, were observed to

have shorelines approximated by the intersection of KD isolines equal to

0.3. Walker, Clark, and Pope theorize that storm waves, usually an order of a

magnitude greater than the average wave conditions, are able to transport

material at least as far shoreward as the average wave Kn equal to 0.3

isolines. Thus, these isolines are a good indicator of the likely shoreline

position. The Lakeview Park project was designed such that the KD - 0.3 iso-

lines intersected lakeward of the project beach fill but shoreward of the

three breakwater segments, ensuring that tombolo formation would not occur.

Actual shoreline response to the structures was slightly different than had

been expected: the west end of the project beach was continually eroded,

despite beach-fill replenishment. The most likely reason for the discrepancy

between design and actual shoreline response, however, may not be the design

method itself but the wave climate chosen for design (USAED, Buffalo 1975;

Pope and Dean 1986), as waves from the northwest were inappropriately

weighted.

Pope and Dean (1986)

26. Pope and Dean (1986) present bounds of observed beach response

based on prototype performance of seven US detached breakwater projects. The

occurrence of tombolo, salient, or nonsinuous beach response is given as a

function of two dimensionless parameters: the segment length-to-gap ratio and

an effective distance offshore-to-depth at structure ratio, where d is the

depth at the structure (Figure 4). High- and low-water conditions are
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Figure 4. Morphological response as a function of
structural parameters (after Pope and Dean 1986)

differentiated in Figure 4 for those projects with a large water level range

(Presque Isle and Winthrop Beach) jy the symbols (H) and (L), respectively.

Ahrens and Cox (in press)

27. Ahrens and Cox (in press) used the beach response index classifica-

tion scheme presented by Pope and Dean (1986) to develop a relationship for

expected morphological response as a function of the segment-to-gap ratio:

e( ) -
(24)

where I. is the beach response index, coded as follows:

is = 1 permanent tombolo formation

is = 2 periodic tombolos

is - 3 well-developed salients

is - 4 subdued salient

is  5 no sinuosity
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Berenguer and Enriguez (1988)

28. Berenguer and Enriquez (1988) developed design guidance for pocket

beaches, projects where sediment trai.r )rt is laterally and frontally limited,

based on performance of 24 projects along the Spanish Mediterranean coast.

The authors noted that the longest alongshore distance between adjacent

salient/tombolos, La , was approximately twice the on-offshore distance

between the gap and shoreline (X + X.), where X. is the erosion/accretion

opposite the gap, measured from the original shoreline:

La = 2 (X + Xg) (25)

Relating this gap erosion distance to the length of gap, the authors found

that

(X + Xg) = 25 + 0.85Lg (26)

and

XLb = 2.5(X + Xg) 2  (27)

where Lb is the alongshore center-to-center distance between adjacent

segments. Assuming a semicircular beach response in the area defined by Lb

and X , the maximum surface area (i.e., beach fill) that could be stable Sp

can be calculated:

SP = 0.37 XLb (28)

For values of Lsd. between 150 and 500 sq m, where d. is the depth at gap,

Berenguer and Enriquez developed a relationship to predict the gap erosion (X

+ X.) given the average sediment size at the site D50 (Figure 5).

Ahrens*

29. Ahrens extended the results of Berenguer and Enriquez (1988) by

Personal Communication, 1989, John Ahrens, Research Physical Scientist, US

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS.
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Figure 5. Relationship to predict gap erosion for pocket
beaches (after Berenguer and Enriquez 1988)

performing a regression analysis of the Mediterranean pocket beach data and

making some simplifying assumptions about wave height at the gap, H. The

wave height was assumed equal to 0.78 times the depth at the gap, d. , with a

maximum value of 3.0 m. The variables H. , ds , and L. should be in

meters, and D5 0 in millimeters (the relationship is not dimensionless). The

gap erosion (X + X.) is predicted well, with a squared correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.78:

d8 0.4 0gO2
(X + Xg) = 6.67 d ' L  Hg '  (29)
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Seiii, Uda, and Tanaka (1987)

30. Based on a survey of over 1,500 breakwaters in Japan, Seiji, Uda,

and Tanaka (1987) predict the following gap erosion relationships, where gap

erosion is defined as retreat of shoreline to the lee of the gap from the

initial (preproject) shoreline position:

L9 < 0.8 no erosion opposite gap (30)
X

0.8 : -L  1.3 possible erosion opposite gap (31)X

L- z 1.3 certain erosion opposite gap (32)X

Noble (1978)

31. Noble (1978) evaluated the effects of detached structures along the

California coast and those discussed in the literatute and concluded that

"detached breakwaters produce only minimal impact when the offshore distance

of the structure is greater than six times the breakwater length." That is,

Ls 1 minimal impact (33)
x

Noda (1984)

32. Noda (1984) conducted a series of movable-bed (0.2-mm sand)

laboratory experiments evaluating physical parameters controlling the develop-

ment of tombolos and salients, especially due to on-offshore transport. Noda

used both storm and swell-type waves and concluded that maximum deposition

occurs when

0 .5 _< 1 .10 (34)
Xb
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33. Well-developed tombolos were observed to form when

X 0.56 (35)
xb

and a bimodal tombolo developed for

X 0.39 (36)
Xb

The total amount of sand deposition per unit width of gap was observed to be

about three times the quantity of material transported shoreward through a

permeable breakwater, when dimensions of the structures are "chosen appro-

priately." When structures were placed seaward of the break6_ line, no eand

was observed to move seaward through the structures; when structures were

placed near the shoreline, Noda observed that sand may move offshore.

Hallermeier (1983)

34. In a review of field and laboratory sediment depositional patterns

in the vicinity of coastal structures, Hallermeier (1983) developed a rela-

tionship for the depth limit of sediment transport. Hallermeier recommends

the following depth as a guide when positioning detached breakwaters when

tombolo formation is deemed undesirable:

2.92

.I 2.9 H ( 110 H g depth for salient formation (37)V(s- -i) (S - 1) 9 T

where
dsa - annual seaward limit of the littoral zone
He - deepwater wave height exceeded 12 hr per year
S - ratio of sediment to fluid density
g - acceleration of gravity
Te = wave period corresponding to He

35. For headland structures (tombolo development), structures should be

sited near

d = d., headland structures (38)
3
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Suh and Dalrymple (1987)

36. Based on unscaled monochromatic movable-bed laboratory tests, Suh

and Dalrymple (1987) give relationships for salient length, X, , given

structure length L. ana location in surf zone for single offshore breakwa-

ters:

X

,= 0.x156 L, Lb < 0.5 R = 0.98 (39)

Xs = 0.317 L, 0.5 < -Lb < 1.0 R = 0.85 (40)x

X,= 0.377 L, Xb ; 1. 0 R = 0.75 (41)x

where R is the correlation coefficient.

37. Conbining the laboratory results with available prototype data, the

following relationship for salient length is obtained:

X,= X (14.8) LZX e' 7" (42)

Tombolos usually formed for single prototype breakwaters when

L- : 1.0 (43)
x

For multiple offshore breakwaters, tombolos formed when

L X - 0.5 (44)

Harris and Herbich (1986)

38. Harris and Herbich (1986) conducted a series of movable bed

(D50 = 0.63 mm) monochromatic physical model tests to evalua a the effect of
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detached breakwater gap spacing on sand entrapment. Relationships for the

average quantity of sand deposited to the lee of each breakwater, Qb , both

to the lee of the breakwater and in the gap area, (Qb + Qs) , and in the gap

area alone are presented in Figures 6 through 8. Combining model results with

prototype da..a, Harris and Herbich relate the dimensionless accreted volume to

structure parameters as follows:

_b el 45)
XLS d

The relationship is based on data with values of X/LS ranging from 0.5 to

2.5.

Sonu and Warwar (1987)

39. Sonu and Warwar (1987) empirically relate the growth of the Santa

Monica, CA, tombolo through time as follows:

Q = 0 (1- eAe) (46)

0.4

0.3

× 0.2

0 Lg/Ls= 0.25
0.1 A Lg/Ls= 0.50

0 Lg/Ls= 1.00

0 I I I I I I
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

X/LS

Figure 6. Effect of gap spacing on sand deposition
to lee of breakwater (after Harris and Herbich 1986)
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Figure 7. Effect of gap spacing on sand
deposition for each breakwater gap pair

(after Harris and Herbich 1986)
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Figure 8. Effect of gap spacing on sand deposition

for gap region (after Harris and Herbich 1986)
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where Q. is the volume at final equilibrium state, equal to 2,100,000 cu

yd** for the Santa Monica breakwater and A is an empirical coefficient,

determined as 0.104 year-'. The authors conclude that, without dredging

events, the Santa Monica breakwater would have reached 90-percent growth in

22 years.

Silvester and Ho (1972)

40. For beaches that have equilibrated with headland structures,

Silvester and Ho (1972) present a relationship to predict the maximum gap

indention (X + X.) given a gap distance Lg and predominant wave direction

P (degrees) (Figure 9).

Japanese Ministry of Construction (i'J 6)

41. The empirical method of breakwater design described by the JMC in

their "Handbook of Offshore Breakwater Design" (1986) has several advantages

over the empirical relationships presented previously. The JMC method is a

step-by-step iterative procedure, allowing the designer to follow specific

Lg -LEGEND
0 VICHETPAN EXP.
0 HO EXP.
X PROTOTYPE BAYS
* TYPICAL BAY
A BEDOCK SINGAPORE

0.7 

_
0.6

0.5 t•
0 0

0.4 o< 0
0 X

+ 0.3 x

xv0.2 s

0.1

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

PREDOMINANT WAVE DIRECTION

Figure 9. Relationship to predict gap erosion for headland
structures (after Silvester and Ho 1972)

** To convert cubic yards into cubic metres, multiply by 0.7645549.
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guidelines towards the final design. Rosati and Truitt (1990) discuss the JMC

method of breakwater design and present several example problems.

42. However, the JMC method has its disadvantages for use in design of

US detached breakwater systems. Approximately 60 percent of the projects on

which the method is based resulted in tombolo formation; therefore, it is more

appropriate for headland or pocket beach-type systems, rather than detached

breakwater or reef systems. Unlike US breakwater projects, beach fill is not

placed c3 a part of the JMG's projects; therefore, there is no provision for

beach fill in the iterative method. All structures considered in the JMC

study were permeable; however, the effect of increased or decreased structure

transmissibility is not included in the JMC method. For construction of a

highly transmissible structure such as a reef breakwater or perched beach, use

of the JMC method for design is most likely inappropriate. The wave height

required for input is the average of the highest five nonstorm waves that

occur in a typical year and corresponding wave period, often difficult

parameters to extract from typically available hindcast wave data sets. The

effects of a variable water level on design are not explicitly accounted for

in the procedure.
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PART III: ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES

Introduction

43. To evaluate the empirical design methods presented in Part II, data

from five US breakwater projects have been compiled (Table 1) and prototype

response compared with that predicted by the relationships. Variables

presented in Table I are defined in Appendix A. These projects encompass a

range of structural and site parameters and observed beach response, from

salient formation (Lakeview Park and Redington Shores), to no beach response

(Lakeshore Park), and periodic tombolo formation (Colonial Beach, Central and

Castlewood Park Beaches).

Evaluations

Morphological response

44. Two types of predictive relationships were discussed that relate to

morphological response: those that predict a nondepositional, salient, or

tombolo response as a function of structural parameters; and a relationship

predicting seaward salient excursion. By far, the majority of the relation-

ships presented fall into the first category; an evaluation of these relation-

ships by author is presented in Figure 10. Dashed horizontal lines in the

figure separate the boundaries between the indicated morphological responses;

solid lines indicate the range recommended by the cited author.

45. A trend is apparent in the prototype data for deposition to

increase as the structure length to distance offshore ratio increases.

However, the ability of the relationships to accurately predict observed

response is at best fair. If other types of design tools are available, it is

recommended that these simple empirical relationships be used only as a

general guide when designing a project.

46. Suh and Dalrymple's (1987) relationship for salient length (Equa-

tion 42) was applied to all segmented projects (Equation 42 does not apply to

single structures since gap distance L. is not defined). The relationship

tends to overpredict the seaward excursion of the spit for the majority of

prototype data evaluated (Figure 11), but appears to predict very well for the
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Table 1

Corps-Built Breakwater Data

Segment/
Abbrev- Lp* Q Ls  L8  XI  X d Xsi XS  Lo  Ho T XgI  Xg DS0  Beach

Project Lation m mI m m m m I m m m m m sec m m mn Response

Lake- 390 84,106
view
Park West 76 49 55 76 .03 3.5 -9.3 16 98 2.0 4.6 -18 3.5 0.5 nondepo-

(LV1) sitional

Center 76 49 55 72 .03 3.5 9.3 28 109 2.0 4.6 -8 9.3 0.5 salient
(LV2)

East 76 49 46 72 .03 3.5 5.6 34 105 2.0 4.6 -10 15.5 0.5 salient
(LV3)

Lake- 244 28,290
shore
Park West 38 61 49 79 .01 2.1 -47 -17 73 3.1 7.2 -48 -18 0.23 salient

(LS1)
Center 38 61 54 96 .01 1.9 -55 -13 89 3.1 7.2 -53 -11 0.23 salient

(LS2)
East 38 61 45 88 .01 1.9 -52 -8 72 3.1 7.2 -55 -11 0.23 salient

(LS3)

Reding- 312 23,000
ton
Shores Single 112 -- 85 95 .05 2.4 22 32 127 1.0 5.2 -16 -6 0.14 salient

(RS)

Colonial 460 40,370
Beach,
Central Upriver 61 46 15 65 .03 1.5 8.6 58 101 1.4 4.6 -12 38 0.5 tombolo

(CBI)
Center- 61 46 15 65 .02 1.2 15 65 103 1.4 4.6 -8 42 0.5 toabolo
upriver

(CB2)
Center- 61 46 15 65 .02 0.9 14 64 95 1.4 4.6 -8 42 0.5 tombolo
down-
river

(CB3)

Down- 61 46 15 65 .02 0.9 14 64 101 1.4 4.6 -15 35 0.5 tombolo

river
(CB4)

Colonial 325 11,470
Beach,

Castle- Upriver 91 46 14 24 .01 0.6 14 24 117 1.4 4.6 -21 -11 0.5 tombolo
wood (CP1)
Park Center 61 37 13 24 .01 0.6 3.8 15 79 1.4 4.6 -13 -2.4 0.5 salient

(CP2)
Down- 61 27 15 24 .01 0.5 4.2 13 91 1.4 4.6 -10 -0.8 0.5 salient
river

(CP3)

Lp = Alongshore project length; Qi = Quantity of beach-fill placed in project area; Xi  Breakwater

segment distance from initial beach-fill shoreline; Xsi = salient/tombolo length in on-offshore
direction measured from initial beach-fill shoreline, Xgi = Erosion/accretion opposite gap, measured

from initial beach-fill, shoreline.
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Figure 11. Evaluation of Suh and Dalrymple's (1986) relationship
for salient length

pocket-beach type structures with periodic tombolo formation (Central Beach

and Castlewood Park Beach). The correlation coefficient R is equal to 0.67.

47. Because data defining the equilibrium volume and spit thickness to

the lee of each breakwater segment were not readily available for US projects,

a direct comparison between Harris and Herbich's (1986) volumetric and Nir's

(1982) thickness relationships (Equations 45 and 3, respectively) could not be

performed. However, the measured spit area was directly compared with a pre-

dicted area value using Harris and Herbich's volumetric relationship divided

by Nir's spit thickness parameter. It should be recognized that this combined

evaluation is not a true assessment of either method; however, it

does give an indication of whether the combined relationships are accurate in

predicting spit area. The measured spit area is calculated by assuming a

triangular shape of the salient/tombolo. Much scatter is apparent in the

comparison (Figure 12), with a correlation coefficient equal to 0.18.

48. Seiji, Uda, and Tanaka's (1987) ranges to predict gap erosion (Equ-

ations 30 through 32) were evaluated (Figure 13). The lower boundary for
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Figure 12. Combined evaluation of Harris and Herbich's (1986) and
Nir's (1982) relationships
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Figure 13. Evaluation of Seiji, Uda, and Tanaka's (1987)
limits for gap erosion
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"no erosion" (L,/X < 0.8) was a reasonably good predictor of either accretion

or very little erosion. Gap erosion occurred for ratios of L,/X greater

than 0.8.

49. Berenguer and Enriquez' (1988) and Ahrens' formulae to predict gap

erosion (Equations 26 and 29, respectively) for pocket beaches were evaluated

using data from the two sites at Colonial Beach (headland structures). Both

relationships are inversely proportional to the data (Berenguer and Enriquez:

R - -0.99, Ahrens: R - -0.24) (Figure 14).

Structure depth

50. Hallermeier's (1983) relationship for recommended structure depth

was evaluated using the recommended depth for salient formation (Equation 37)

for all sites except Colonial Beach, where the recommended depth for tombolo

formation (Equation 38) was used (Figure 15). An excellent correlation

between depth at the structure and Hallermeier's recommended depth exists for

all but the Lakeshore Park data, resulting in a correlation coefficient

R 0.55

50

LEGEND

40 - + CP + Berenguer and Enriquez (1988) '
0 Ahrens (personal communication 1989)
CB: Central Beach

30 - CP, +r  CP: Castlewood Pork

CP3 4 0 CBI

.6 20-

CCP,

10- P PERFECT AGREEMENT

CE C+ + +

087 CBI2.

-10 0 CB3

CB84

-20 !I I I
-20 0 20 40

Xg, Measured, m

Figure 14. Evaluation of Berenguer and Enriquez' (1988) and
Ahrens' relationships for pocket beach gap erosion
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JMC method

51. As mentioned in Part II, the JMC method of breakwater design has

limitations for use with typical US ptojects: beach fill is not included as a

part of the design method; guidance is Lased on data from sites at which

tombolo formation occurred for the majority of cases; wave conditions required

for design are the wave height and period corresponding to the "average of the

largest five nonstorm waves occurring in a typical year"; and the effects of

structural transmissibility and water-level variations are not parameters in

the method. A comparison of the JMC and typical US design using data from the

Lakeview Park, Lorain, OH, detached breakwater project was presented by Rosati

and Truitt (1990). Figure 16 presents project parameters resulting from the

JMC method, which can be compared with the as-constructed parameters resulting

6
LS2 -30 0 LS, LEGEND

CB: Central Beach
CP: Castlewood Park
LS: Lakeshore Park
LV: Lakeview Park

E RS: Redington Shores

$4

E 3-PERFECT AGREEMENT°-

0

E 3

0

cP3F 012 CCB,, rCB CCB

0 I I I I

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6

Depth at Structure, rn

Figure 15. Evaluation of Hallermeier's (1986) relationship
for structure design depth
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Le- 2"Lo- 80m X, 26m

Lp w 390M

Figure 16. Lakeview Park project parameters as designed

with JMC method (Rosati and Truitt 1990)

from the Diffraction Energy Method (Walker, Clark, Pope 1980; see discussion

in Part II) (Figure 17). The four example problems conducted by Rosati and

Truitt (1990) indicated that, for the site parameters evaluated, use of the

JMC design tended to result in "more numerous, shorter length segments with a

decreased gap width . . . structures are placed closer to shore than observed

in US projects."

Ls. 62m
d= 3.8m Lg= 49m

L p 390m

Figure 17. Lakeview Park project as constructed (Diffraction
Energy Method) (Rosati and Truitt 1990)
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Comparison of methods

52. Using the derign relationships presented in Part II, the Lakeview

Park project has been used to intercompare relationships and further assess

their validity. This project was chosen for use because it is representative

of US projects, has been successful in protecting the project beach, and has

al-eady been designed using the JMC and Diffraction Energy Methods. Recom-

mended project parameters using Toyoshima's (1972, 1974) median-depth system

were also calculated for comparison. Linear wave theory was used to bring

deepwater waves to the structure, and the structure depth using Toyohima's

method was the same as the as-constructed depth. The various design parame-

ters resulting from each method are presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Lakeview Park Structural Parameters Corresporiing to Design Method

Method LS, m L8, m X, m d, m LS/X

Diffraction 76 49 73 3.5 1.04
Energy
(as constructed)

JMC 40 23 39 1.6 1.03

Toyoshima's Median- 60 24 18-40 3.5 1-3.3
Depth System

53. The JMC method resulted in a smaller structure length, gap dis-

tance, and distance offshore from the original shoreline as compared with the

as-constructed parameters. Toyoshima's median-depth system resulted in a

larger segment length and gap distance than the JMC method, but distance off-

shore was equal to or less than the other two methods. The range in recom-

mended structure distance offshore is quite large using Toyoshima's method.

Using values of the structure length-to-distance offshore ratios for each

method with the predictive relationships discussed in Part II (also illustrat-

ed in Figure 10), the most likely morphological response corresponding to each

method can be predicted. The majority of the relationships indicate that the

most likely beach response for all three methods would be tombolos. However,

the morphological response in the prototype is salients.
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54. Suh and Dalrymple's relationship predicts salient lengths X.

(Equation 42) equal to 72 and 39 m using project parameters obtained from the

Diffraction Energy and JMC methods, respectively. These values differ from

the design salient length (Xr -26 m) used for both the Diffraction Energy and

JMC methods. However, using an average distance offshore for Toyoshima's

method X - 29 m results in a predicted salient length equal to 24 m, very

close to the prototype response.

55. Harris and Herbich's (1986) relationship for salient volume (Equa-

tion 45) predicted the largest volume of salient accretion if structural pa-

rameters obtained from the Diffraction Energy method (4,200 m3) were used,

followed by Toyoshima's median-depth system (3,300 m3 ) (using an average dis-

tance offshore equal to 29 m), then by the JMC method (540 m3). Since the

values of L/X are less than or approximately equal to 0.8, Seiji, Uda, and

Tanaka's (1987) ranges to predict gap erosion (Equations 30 through 32) indi-

cate that only a slight possibility for gap erosion exists for all sets of

structural parameters.
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PART IV: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

56. An intercomparison of empirical design methods and predictive

relationships such as presented in Part III may be useful in lending validity

to certain design tools. However, it is difficult to make broad generaliza-

tions about the reliability of empirical methods. The inherent simplicity of

the empirical methods evaluated herein and the lack of a large prototype

database tended to result in widely varying predictions for most design

relationships. As with any research study, more prototype, numerical, and

physical model data sets would greatly increase knowledge and predictive

abilities.

57. However, several design methods and relationships were shown to be

useful predictors, if their limitations are realized throughout the design

process. Suh and Dalrymple's (1987) relationship predicting salient length in

the on-offshore direction tended to overpredict the salient excursion

(R = 0.67), but was a very good predictor for pocket-beach type projects with

tombolo formation. Dividing Harris and Herbich's (1986) volume relationship

by Nir's (1982) salient/tombolo thickness relationship gave a prediction of

the salient/tombolo area. The correlation between measured (assumed to have a

triangular shape) and predicted area was weak (R = 0.18), but a trend was

observed. Seiji, Uda, and Tanaka's limit for "no gap erosion" was shown to be

a fairly good predictor. Berenguer and Enriquez' (1988) and Ahren's rela-

tionships to predict gap erosion for pocket beaches, developed from pocket

beach data in Spain, were poor indicators of actual gap erosion for US

headland projects (R - -0.99, R = -0.24, respectively). Hallermeier's (1983)

recommended depth for breakwater projects was shown to correlate well to

actual project depth for all but one project (overall R - 0.55).

58. The success of the Lakeview Park project lends validity to the

method used to design it, the Diffraction Energy Method. A comparison of

Lakeview Park as-constructed project parameters to those recommended by the

JMC method and Toyoshima's median-depth system was conducted. Both the latter

two methods resulted in smaller segment lengths dnd gap distances than the as-

constructed project. The structures were also positioned closer to shore than

indicated by the Diffraction Energy Method.

59. As with any design procedure, limitations of any empirical method
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must be realized throughout the design process. Empirical methods shown to be

reasonable predictors herein can be useful as simple, inexpensive indicators

of likely prototype response. Ideally, after a desk-top empirical design, the

proposed project should be further evaluated with numerical and physical

models, followed by a prototype test if time and funding allow.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION

A Empirical coefficient

AT Tombolo area

d Depth at structure

d8  Depth at gap between adjacent breakwater segments

dsa Depth at annual seaward limit of littoral zone

D50  Mean grain size of material in project area

g Acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/sec2 )

He Deepwater wave height exceeded 12 hr/year

H9 Wave height at breakwater gap

Ho  Design deepwater wave height

I Beach slope

is  Beach response index

KD Diffraction coefficient

L Wavelength at structure

La Alongshore distance between adjacent salients

Lb Alongshore distance between centers of adjacent breakwater

segments

LC  Alongshore salient width, measured at original shoreline

L9 Gap distance between adjacent breakwater segments

Lo  Deepwater wavelength corresponding to H, and T

LP Alongshor: project length (length of shoreline to be protected)

Ls  Breakwater segment length

LT  Tombolo length in alongshore direction, measured at structure

Q Quantity of sediment in project area

Qb Quantity of sediment deposited to the lee of breakwater segment

Q8  Quantity of sediment deposited to lee of breakwater gap

Qi Quantity of beach fill placed in project area

Q. Quantity of sediment at final equilibrium state

R Correlation coefficient

S Ratio of sediment to fluid density (2.65)

Sp P Maximum stable beach-fill surface area

t Elapsed time

T Wave period corresponding to Ho

Al



To Wave period corresponding to H.

V Sediment fall speed

X Breakwater segment distance from original shoreline

Xb Distance from original shoreline to mean breaker line

X8  Erosion/accretion opposite gap, measured from original shoreline

Xgi Erosion/accretion opposite gap, measured from initial beach-fill
shoreline

Xi  Breakwater segment distance from initial beach-fill shoreline

X3 Salient/tombolo length in on-offshore direction measured from
original shoreline

Xs1  Salient/tombolo length in on-offshore direction measured from

initial beach-fill shoreline

zs  Average sand thickness in tombolo/salient

9 Predominant angle of wave approach

A2


